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bstract

The paper deals with the microscopic and polarization evaluation of planar circular-shaped seal-less SOFC cells from InDEC® with an outline of
erformance limiting factors at reduced temperature. The cells consist of porous NiO–YSZ anode as mechanical support, NiO–YSZ anode active
ayer, yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte, and only differ for the cathode design. A first design (ASC1) with strontium doped lanthanum

anganate LSM–YSZ cathode functional layer (CFL) and LSM cathode current collector layer (CCCL); the second design (ASC2) with yttria
oped ceria (YDC) barrier layer and lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite oxide (LSCF) cathode.

The microscopic analysis was performed using SEM methods. The electrical characterization was performed by taking current–voltage mea-
urements over a range of temperatures between 650 and 840 ◦C with hydrogen as fuel, and air as oxidant.

The analysis of performance showed that at 740 ◦C the voltage of 700 mV is reached at around a double value of current density in the case
f ASC2. Further, the dependence of performance on the various polarization contributions was rationalized on the basis of an analytical model.
hrough a parameter estimation on the experimental data, it was possible to determine some polarization parameters for the two cells such as the
ffective exchange current densities, ohmic resistance and anodic limiting current density.
It is shown that the performance limitation at low temperature is due to activation polarization for ASC1 and ohmic polarization for ASC2.
ased on the results of the investigation, it is concluded that LSCF cathodes are really effective for decreasing the cathode activation polarization,
llowing the reduction of operating temperature.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

An experimental analysis on planar anode-supported SOFC
ells is presented. The test sessions were performed at the
N.TE.SE laboratory of the Department of Energy of the Politec-
ico di Torino, where a test facility for testing planar SOFCs
s installed. The results concern the characterization of anode-
upported cells with LSM and LSCF cathodes. The analysis
ocused on the characterization of the cell performances accord-
ng to the different cathode design. The experimental data

nalysis consisted in the definition and evaluation of perfor-
ance indexes of cells such as maximum power density, current

ensity at 700 mV, area specific resistance (ASR) analysis and
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olarization analysis coupled with parameter estimation meth-
ds. The principal aim is to outline the limiting factors of the
wo different structures at reduced temperature [1–11].

The understanding of the analysed data required a deep
verview of literature concerning the main features of cathodes
ased on composite and mixed electronic and ionic conductors
MEIC) materials.

Lanthanum–strontium manganite (LSM) is recognized as a
romising candidate for SOFC cathode in real applications,
ue to mechanical and chemical compatibility with zirconia
lectrolyte and good electrochemical performances at high tem-
eratures. However, its polarization property at low temperatures
≤800 ◦C) is not satisfactory.
The medium-temperature performance can be enhanced
hen a second ionic conducting phase is added to LSM to extend

he active surface over which the oxygen reduction reaction
an occur: very good results were obtained using a LSM–YSZ

mailto:massimo.santarelli@polito.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.11.021
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Nomenclature

ASR area specific resistance (� cm2)
B grain size of the electrolyte in the composite elec-

trode (cm)
Ea thermal activation energy (eV)
F Faraday number (C mol−1)
h electrode functional layer thickness (cm)
i cell current density (A cm−2)
ias anode limiting current (A cm−2)
ics cathode limiting current (A cm−2)
I0,c effective exchange current density (A cm−2)
LSCF lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite oxide
LSM lanthanum strontium manganese oxide
MPD maximum power density (mW cm−2)
OCVexp open circuit voltage (V)
R universal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
Rc cathode polarization resistance (� cm2)
Rct intrinsic charge transfer resistance (� cm2)
RQ Cell ohmic resistance (� cm2)
RYSZ ohmic electrolyte resistance (� cm2)
Reff

ct effective charge transfer resistance (� cm2)
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
T temperature (K)
ta thickness of the anode layer (cm)
tc thickness of the cathode layer (cm)
Vc cell terminal voltage (V)
Vdiff diffusion overpotential (V)
VNernst Nernst potential (V)
YDC yttria doped ceria
YSZ yttria-stabilized zirconia

Greek letters
α effective charge transfer coefficient
ε electrode porosity
ρel resistivity of electrolyte (� cm)
σ8YSZ conductivity of electrolyte (S cm−1)
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τ electrode tortuosity

athode, but it is not clear the temperature reduction allow-
ble by this structure depending mainly on the optimization
f the microstructure. The composite electrode provides par-
llel paths for oxygen ions (through the electrolyte), electrons
through LSM) and gaseous species (through the pores). The
omposite electrode effectively increases the active surface area
nterfacing with the electrolyte, spreading it over the whole layer
hickness. Iron and cobalt-containing perovskites (LSCF) are
ther candidates for SOFC cathode materials, because of their
igh electronic and ionic conductivity as well as high oxygen
ermeability and high electrocatalytic activity.

It is important to note that in the case of cathodes using

ure electronic conducting materials (as lanthanum–strontium
anganite) the electrochemical reactions are almost restricted

o the triple phase boundary between the electronic conduct-
ng material, the ionic conducting material (electrolyte) and the
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aseous oxygen. On the other side, LSCF cathodes, referred as
ixed electronic and ionic conductors (MEIC), have appreciable

onic conductivity, and reduction of oxygen occurs at the elec-
rode surface with diffusion of oxygen ions through the mixed
onductor [12,13]. Nevertheless, LSCFs cathodes have to be
elected carefully because they have a significantly higher ther-
al expansion coefficient (TEC) than the commonly used 8YSZ

lectrolyte (αYSZ = 10.8 × 10−6 K−1 (30–1000 ◦C) and in prin-
iple this mismatch can lead to degradation phenomena during
hermal cycles, like delamination of the electrode layer. Accord-
ng to the lanthanum content the values found in literature are
7.1 × 10−6 K−1 (30–1000 ◦C) for L55SCF, 17.4 × 10−6 K−1

30–1000 ◦C) for L58SCF, 13.8 × 10−6 K−1 (30–1000 ◦C) for
78SCF [12]. Furthermore, this type of perovskite tends to

eact easier with zirconia electrolyte than LSM at high temper-
tures and the resulting La2Zr2O7 or SrZrO3 compounds have a
igher ohmic resistivity. To overcome these problems, an inter-
ayer consisting of Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ (CGO) between cathode and
lectrolyte is often used [14].

Another physical property to consider is the electrical behav-
or of these materials. The electrical properties of YSZ and
SM are discussed in Ref. [15]. The LSM electrical conduc-

ivity is reported to be 3.5 S cm−1 at 1000 ◦C and 2.08 S cm−1

t 200 ◦C with an activation energy of 9.6 kJ mol−1 (extrap-
lated from Arrhenius plot of experimental conductivities).
ince this material is recognized as only an electronic carrier,

he electrical conductivity expresses the electronic conductiv-
ty. For the 8YSZ the electrical conductivity is reported as
.67 × 10−2 S cm−1 at 1000 ◦C with much higher activation
nergy, equal to 93 kJ mol−1. As before, the 8YSZ is only an
onic conductor and its electrical conductivity has to be consid-
red as its ionic conductivity.

The CGO material has a higher ionic conductivity of 8YSZ
n the composition (CeO2)0.8(Gd2O3)0.2, especially at tempera-
ures below 800 ◦C. At 700 ◦C its ionic conductivity is reported
y Mogensen et al. to be 3.6 × 10−2 S cm−1 with activation
nergy of 70 kJ mol−1 [16].

Significant improvement in cell performance can be achieved
y investigating new cathodes’ materials [14,17–23]. In com-
arison with the performance of a state-of-the-art LSM/YSZ
omposite cathode, the current densities of the better performing
SCFs (L55SCF, L58SCF, L78SCF) are up to two times higher.
urther, LSCF cathodes gave a power output of 1.0–1.2 W cm−2

t 800 ◦C and 0.7 V with hydrogen as fuel gas: compared with
onventional cathodes based on LSM, the high power densi-
ies allow a reduction in operating temperature of about 100 ◦C
y maintaining the same performance [14]. In Ref. [17] the
ame authors compare performances of two cathode materi-
ls (La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ and La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ).
he cathode with La0.58 gives the better result in terms of
lectrochemical performance. However, the thermal expansion
oefficient also increases with higher Sr content, which can
ause mechanical problems.
In Ref. [18] La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF) and
SCF–Ce0.8Gd0.2O3 (CGO) cathodes on YSZ electrolytes were
tudied for potential applications in low-temperature SOFC.
he LSCF electrodes yielded low-current interfacial resistance
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alues that were a factor of 10 lower than for (La,Sr)MnO3
athodes. The addition of 50 vol.% CGO to LSCF resulted in an
dditional decrease factor of 10 in the polarization resistance.
he fact is that even if LSCF has good ionic conductivity, its
lectronic conductivity is much more relevant. So adding to this
aterial another MIEC material, such as CGO, which has a high

onic conductivity, is effective in increasing the overall ionic
onductivity of the composite electrode LSCF/CGO. In Ref.
19] the cathode polarization curves of Ln0.4Sr0.6Co0.8Fe0.2

3−δ (Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd) are shown. Nd0.4Sr0.6Co0.8Fe0.2

3−δ exhibits the best catalytic activity for oxygen reduction.
he electrical conductivity of these systems increases with

emperature and reaches a maximum, and then decreases with
further increase in temperature. The conductivity values of

ll the compositions are higher than 100 S cm−1 above 600 ◦C,
cceptable as a cathode in SOFC.

The overpotential of LaSrCOFeO cathode at 0.5 A cm−2 is
round 100 mV at 800 ◦C and slightly more than 200 mV at
00 ◦C. The overpotential of LSM at 1000 ◦C and 0.5 A cm−2 is
round 200 mV [20,21] while at 800 ◦C is around 700 mV [21].

The effect of adding a porous second ionic conducting phase
o pure LSM lead to a decrease in the polarization resistance.
or pure LSM a polarization resistance from 9 to 54 � cm2 at
00 ◦C has been reported; with the addition of 50% YSZ phase in
he LSM electrode, the polarization resistance of the LSM/YSZ
omposite cathode was reduced to 2.5 � cm2 at 700 ◦C. The
esistance was further reduced to 1.1 � cm2 at 700 ◦C by sub-
tituting YSZ with high ionic conducting CGO phase in the
SM/CGO composite electrode [21].

In Ref. [22] the authors investigate the effect of adding thin
orous yttria doped ceria (YDC) layers on either side of a YSZ
lectrolyte: much-reduced interfacial resistances at both LSM
athodes and Ni–YSZ anodes were found. In particular, cells
ith LSM cathodes with and without YDC interlayers were

ested and compared: at each temperature, cells with YDC cath-
de interlayers yielded approximately five times higher power
ensities and an estimated decrease of cathode resistance of
0 times due to YDC. The YDC apparently provide a higher
xygen surface-exchange coefficient being a mixed conductor
aterial. In particular YDC has a higher ionic conductivity com-

ared to 8YSZ at temperature below 800 ◦C, in fact at 700 ◦C
ts conductivity is around 0.01 S cm−1 [2].

In Ref. [23] a screening of different cathode properties for
pplication in low-temperature SOFC technology is presented:
asing on impedance spectroscopy analysis on symmetrical cells
t was found a polarization resistance of 0.5 � cm2 for LSM cath-
de at around 760 ◦C, at 700 ◦C for LaSrFeCu, at 650 ◦C for
aSrFeCo, at 580 ◦C for SrFeCo and 550 ◦C for PrSrCo. These
aterials, even being promising from an electrochemical point

f view, have still to show their chemical compatibility with the
ommon used electrolyte materials (YSZ, CGO) and the conti-
uity of their performances after several working hours. At the
oment LSM is still the best candidate for producing commer-
ial or pre-commercial devices. As shown in this paper, cells with
omposite LSM/8YSZ has good performance, but not brilliant
nyway. In fact, the use of LSCF as cathode material for SOFCs
ffectively enhances the performance of the cell and allows one

(

f
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ources 177 (2008) 111–122 113

he reduction of the operating temperature. Moreover, the work
ocused on the polarization limiting factors during the reduction
f the operating temperature (range 740–840 ◦C). In the cell with
SM/YSZ cathode the reduction of the operating temperature is

imited by a rapid increase of activation overvoltage and loss of
erformance, ohmic losses also increase but it is prevailing the
imitation of lanthanum–strontium manganite based cathodes to
ork at intermediate temperature (750 ◦C). In the case of ASC2

ell the reduction of performance with the decrease of the tem-
erature is less intense and arises mainly from the increase of
hmic resistivity and thus of ohmic losses.

. Experimental

.1. Experimental setup: polarization analysis

The tests were performed with circular shaped anode sup-
orted SOFC cells from InDEC®, with a diameter of 80 mm and
n active area of 47 cm2. The actual macroscopic geometrical
eatures were determine from SEM of the cells.

The geometry and materials of the cells were

(ASC1): anode 525–610 �m thick with two layers (both
made of NiO/8YSZ cermet: functional layer 5–10 �m thick;
support layer 520–600 �m thick); electrolyte 4–6 �m thick
Y0.16Zr0.84O2 (8YSZ), with unknown volume density; cath-
ode 30–40 �m thick with two layers (functional layer of
porous 8YSZ and La0.75Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM); current collecting
layer of LSM alone).
(ASC2): anode 525–610 �m thick with two layers (both
made of NiO/8YSZ cermet: functional layer 5–10 �m thick;
support layer 520–600 �m thick); electrolyte 4–6 �m thick
Y0.16Zr0.84O2 (8YSZ), with unknown volume density; com-
posite cathode consisting of a 2–4 �m thick barrier layer made
of yttria doped ceria (YDC) and 20–30 �m thick functional
layer made of porous lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite oxide
(LSCF). This second design allows the cell to be suitable for
intermediate temperature operation.

The cells were tested in a ceramic cell housing consisting
f alumina, with alumina flanges for gas distribution, platinum
auze for cathode current collection, and nickel gauze for anode
urrent collection. The anode and cathode chambers were not
ealed, allowing the fuel to react with oxygen directly outside
he fuel cell. Platinum wires were used as current leads and for
ell voltage measurement. For oxidant flow, oxygen and nitrogen
ere available.
For fuel flow, hydrogen and nitrogen mixtures were used.

he fuel was humidified by a bubbler operating at 30 ◦C. The
ows were controlled by mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst).
efore tests, the cells were first stabilized at 736 ◦C under 3 A

oad (0.064 A cm−2), with fuel consisting of 400 ml min−1 H2
umidified at 30 ◦C and oxidant consisting of 1500 ml min−1 air

ml min−1 refers to normal conditions).

During the experimental session moisture was added to the
uel stream via saturation of the hydrogen flow at 30 ◦C corre-
ponding to a water content of around 4%. The oxidant flow
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may lead to better quantitative information extracted by the
ig. 1. Microscopy of ASC1 cell: comprehensive picture of the region close to
he electrolyte.

onsisted of 21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen, without water.
xperiments were performed with high values of fuel utiliza-

ion (maximum value around 0.77 at the highest current density),
hile the air was fed with very high excess with respect to the

toichiometric amount.
The V–i characteristics were taken changing current in steps

f 1 A (0.021 A cm−2 for a time step of 60 s), by using a Kikusui
lectronic load (Kikusui Electronics Corp, Japan) in conjunc-
ion with an additional power supply in current-following

ode (Delta Elektronica, Zierikzee, Netherlands). This addi-
ional power supply was needed because the electronic load
as not able to control the low voltage output of the fuel

ell.

.2. Experimental setup: microscopy analysis

Concerning the microscopic analysis, a scanning elec-
ron microscopy (SEM) was used in order to analyze the

icroscopic topologies of the considered porous media. In

articular, the energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) was
dopted to distinguish different solid phases. The microscopic
nalysis was carried out by the research laboratory “Centro
icerche Brasimone—ENEA” (Italy). The considered SEM was

ig. 2. Microscopy of ASC1 cell: detailed view of the anode region is reported.

s
i
w

F
t

ig. 3. Microscopy of ASC1 cell: detail concerning the cathode structure.

PHILIPS XL 20, with a EDAX DX4—i module for the micro-
nalysis.

The actual data about the dispersion of the solid phases
ere obtained by means of two detectors: the first for the mor-
hological analysis involving the secondary electrons (SE) and
he second for the atomic number contrast involving the back-
cattered electrons (BSE). The operative parameters for each
icroscopic picture (as indicated by the corresponding picture

egend) are

ACC.V acceleration voltage;
SPOT characteristic length crossed by the electronic beam;
MAGN adopted magnification;
DET type of adopted detector (SE or BSE);
WD working distance between the sample and the electron
beam diaphragm.

An important issue in dealing with reliable microscopic anal-
sis is the sample preparation. Complex sample preparations
amples, even though the latter may become more difficult to
nterpret. For this reason, both prepared and unprepared samples
ere considered in this analysis. The unprepared samples were

ig. 4. Microscopy of ASC2 cell: comprehensive picture of the region close to
he electrolyte.
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Fig. 5. Microscopy of ASC2 cell: detailed view of YDC barrier layer.

imply obtained by regular fractures of the analyzed fuel cells.
n the other hand, the prepared samples were submerged in con-
uctive graphite or in epoxy resin, and subsequently polished
y diamond grinding dish by means of an automatic polisher.
inally, in order to improve the quality of the corresponding SE
ictures, some samples were coated by a thin gold layer (roughly
0 nm).

. Microscopy of the cells

Fig. 1 reports a comprehensive picture of the region close to
he ASC1 electrolyte, obtained by means of the scanning elec-
ronic microscope (SEM). All the pictures for ASC1 (Figs. 1–3)
re related to an un-operated cell. For obtaining this picture,
ny preparation of the sample surface was avoided, in order to
reserve the original structure of the porous media: for this rea-
on, the cell was sharply broken in the investigated section. The
esult is much more effective in providing a qualitative descrip-
ion of the microscopic topology, but it cannot be used in order to

erform accurate quantitative analysis (for example measuring
he surface porosity), because different sections are involved in
he reported picture. However, this representation is enough to
atch the different structure of the anode and the cathode regions.

ig. 6. Microscopy of ASC2 cell: detail of lack of planarity for both the elec-
rolyte end barrier layer.

d
t
s
c
s

F
Y

ig. 7. Power-generating characteristics of unit-cells, anode supported cell with
SZ/LSM cathode (ASC1) at 840 ◦C.

n particular, the anode is characterized by much larger pores,
ainly stretched along the direction parallel to the electrolyte

ayer, while the cathode structure is much more isotropic. In
ig. 2 a detailed view of the anode region is reported, where

he pore distribution clearly shows some self-similarities. It is
orth the effort to point out that in this type of cells the anode
ust provide also the mechanical support for the whole cell.

n Fig. 3 a detail concerning the cathode structure is reported
ith much higher magnification. This was done since the cath-
de is characterized by much smaller grains, which increase the
egree of mixing. The previous consideration particularly holds
or the functional layer, closer to the electrolyte, where most of
he three-phase-boundaries (TPBs) are located.

Also the analysis was focused on the investigation of main
icroscopic features of ASC2 cell. Contrarily to the previous

et of figures, all the pictures (Figs. 4–6) for ASC2 are related
o the final structure after operation. This allows us to see the
ifferent structure in the anode layer due to the reduction of NiO
o metallic Ni and the degradation of cathode side, leading to
elamination of some portions. In Fig. 4 a comprehensive pic-
ure of the region close to the electrolyte is reported with the

ame magnification already used for the previous LSM-based
ell. First of all, a simple comparison among the considered cells
hows a much finer structure at the anode side for the second

ig. 8. Power-generating characteristics of unit-cells, anode supported cell with
DC/LSCF cathode (ASC2) at 740 ◦C.
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a
state-of-the-art manganite-based perovskites. In Fig. 7 the mea-

◦

Fig. 9. Comparison of ASC1 and ASC2 performances.

SCF-based cell, even though they both share the same anode
omposition. The reason is that the second type of cell is also the
esult of an improved manufacturing process, which allows one
o reduce the grain size of first anodic layers at the electrolyte
nterface in order to achieve a larger active surface. The stretched
ores are strongly reduced and some new micro-pores appear,
eading to a more efficient topology, i.e. a topology characterized
y a higher degree of mixing and dispersion among the different
hases. Concerning the cathode side, in Fig. 5 a further magni-
cation allows one to realize the existence of the YDC barrier

ayer, which is characterized by a very small porosity. This fun-
amental thin layer prevents undesired formation compounds at
he interface of YSZ electrolyte and LSCF cathode by realizing
sort of chemical reaction barrier layer. In addition the YDC

ayer itself is chemically compatible with both YSZ and LSCF
aterials. This feature is particularly important during the man-

facturing process, when the highest temperatures are achieved.
rom the mechanical point of view, the YDC layer allows one

o match the different mechanical properties of YSZ electrolyte
nd LSCF cathode materials in terms of thermal expansion coef-
cients. The low porosity is not a problem because YDC must
nly transport the oxygen ions. However, some basic sample

reparation was enough to damage the cathode functional layer.
n fact in this section, the actual functional layer is missing, and
hat seems to replace it is actually another portion of it, more

n-deep, which is out of focus. This is a simple consequence

Fig. 10. Arrhenius plot of total cell resistance (ASR).

s
A
a

F
c

ig. 11. Experimental vs. model behavior of anode-supported cell with LSM
athode.

f the poor mechanical performances of this material. Finally in
ig. 6 a lack of planarity for both the electrolyte end barrier layer

s shown. There is no evidence that this lack of planarity leads
o performance worse than those due to the previous sections: in
act it seems that electrolyte is still continuous. Since this cell is
n anode-supported the deposition of the cathode may compen-
ate planarity defects in the electrolyte layer, anyway the need
f good planarity for the total cell assembly is a fundamental
eature for stack design.

. Polarization behavior of the cells

.1. Screening of cell performance

Aim of the paragraph is the comparison of cell performances
s a function of the operating temperature (prior to the analysis
f polarization limiting factors): the use of iron and cobalt-
ontaining perovskites as cathodes for solid oxide fuel cells
SOFCs) allows one to decrease the operating temperature of
round 100 ◦C without losses of performance with respect to
ured V–i curves are drawn for the temperature of 840 C for
SC1 cell, while in Fig. 8 results are reported for ASC2 cell

t 740 ◦C. This condition leads to comparable performance of

ig. 12. Experimental vs. model behavior of anode-supported cell with LSCF
athode.
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Table 1
Estimated parameters of polarization model for ASC1 and ASC2 cells

ASC1 estimation 840 ◦C (	, confidence interval) ASC2 estimation 840 ◦C (	, confidence interval)

I0,c (A cm−2) 0.197 ±0.031 0.236 ±0.045
RΩ (� cm2) 0.135 ±0.013 0.048 ±0.014
Ias (A cm−2) 1.144 ±0.005 1.196 ±0.002

ASC1 Estimation 800 ◦C (	, confidence interval) ASC2 estimation 800 ◦C (	, confidence interval)

I0,c (A cm−2) 0.112 ±0.009 0.168 ±0.032
RΩ (� cm2) 0.189 ±0.008 0.081 ±0.017
Ias (A cm−2) 1.113 ±0.006 1.066 ±0.002

ASC1 estimation 740 ◦C (	, confidence interval) ASC2 estimation 740 ◦C (	, confidence interval)

I0,c (A cm−2) 0.060 ±0.003 0.147 ±0.024
RΩ (� cm2) 0.322 ±0.009 0.174 ±0.014
Ias (A cm−2) 0.938 ±0.020 1.050 ±0.004

ASC1 estimation 650 ◦C (	, confidence interval) ASC2 estimation 650 ◦C (	, confidence interval)
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ells despite one hundred degrees of difference in temperature.
n fact, the maximum power density (MPD) achieved was around
50 mW cm−2 for ASC1 cell (840 ◦C) and 610 mW cm−2 at
40 ◦C for the ASC2 cell.

The curves are traced for different fuel flow rates (and
ariable fuel utilization); at 0.5 A cm−2 the following fuel
tilizations were achieved: 56.3% (300 ml min−1), 47.8%
350 ml min−1), 41.8% (400 ml min−1), 37.2% (450 ml min−1),
3.5% (500 ml min−1), 30.7% (550 ml min−1), 27.9%
600 ml min−1).

In Fig. 9 V–i characteristics of ASC1 and ASC2 cells are
rawn for 500 ml min−1 of hydrogen and for different operating
emperatures. The current–voltage behavior of ASC2 at 740 ◦C
s comparable with performance of ASC2 at 840 ◦C. In partic-
lar at 740 ◦C and 500 ml min−1 of fuel the voltage of 0.7 V is
eached at around a double value of current density in the case
f ASC2. Increasing the temperature the positive effect of the
mproved cathode decreases.

Also the cell performance was estimated in terms of the area
pecific resistance of the cell (ASR) [1,2,11]. This parameter
an be assumed to be representative of total cell polarization. In
his work the ASR was evaluated in the form of Eq. (1) [1]:

SR = OCVexp − Vc

i
(1)

here OCVexp is the experimental open circuit voltage, Vc is the
easured cell voltage and i the corresponding current density.
The following values of ASR were estimated for ASC1

t 500 ml min−1: 0.65 � cm2 at 740 ◦C, 0.44 � cm2 at 800 ◦C,
.33 � cm2 at 840 ◦C. Concerning the ASC2 at 500 ml min−1:
.84 � cm2 at 650 ◦C, 0.39 � cm2 at 740 ◦C, 0.292 � cm2 at

00 ◦C, 0.235 � cm2 at 840 ◦C.

In Fig. 10 the Arrhenius plot of ASR is shown with the
valuated apparent thermal activation energies. The total cell
esistance is less dependent on temperature in case of ASC2 than

T
m

0.041 ±0.003
0.508 ±0.030
1.275 ±0.510

n case of ASC1. In fact the apparent activation energy related to
otal polarization was 0.65 eV for the cell with LSM/YSZ pair
hereas it was 0.48 eV for the cell with LSCF cathode.

.2. Electrochemical investigation of cell performance

In this paragraph the polarization analysis is refined describ-
ng a cell polarization model and fitting the experimental data
hrough parameter estimation methods. In this way it has been
ossible to determine: (1) which terms of polarization is affected
y the improved LSCF cathode and YDC barrier layer; (2) which
s the contribution of single polarization terms to the total polar-
zation; (3) which is the contribution of polarization terms to the
erformance variation with temperature; (4) which is the con-
ribution of electrolyte, electrodes and contact resistance to the
otal ohmic losses.

.2.1. Polarization model
The polarization analysis has been performed for the two

ells, at different operating temperatures, fixed fuel mass flow
f 500 ml min−1 (nominal condition) and fixed air mass flow of
500 ml min−1. The fuel was hydrogen with 4% of water, while
he composition of the air was 21% oxygen 79% nitrogen with-
ut water. The V–i characteristics can be described according to
model which takes into account the main polarization terms:

verage Nernst potential, activation overvoltages, ohmic losses
nd diffusion losses. The cell voltage is expressed by Eq. (2):

c = VNernst − RT

αF
a sin h

(
i

2I0,c

)

RT
(

i
)

RT
(

i
)

− RΩi +
2F

log 1 −
ias

+
4F

log 1 −
ics

(2)

he Nernst potential, VNernst, has been assumed equal to the
easured open circuit voltage.
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ig. 13. Cathode activation overvoltages of ASC1 and ASC2 cells as function
f temperature.

The activation overvoltage has been modeled using a single-
erm equation of the hyperbolic sine approximation of the
utler–Volmer equation. It is then assumed that one of the equi-

ibrium exchange current densities is significantly larger than
he other, thus allowing the corresponding activation loss to be
eglected [24]. The coefficient αeff, is the effective charge trans-
er coefficient, in the work it has been fixed at the value of 2,
ssumed from literature [25].

The ohmic resistance is modeled considering the resistance
f electrolyte, electrodes, interface resistance and any contact
esistance between current collectors. The resistance of 8YSZ
lectrolyte has been estimated using the resistivity expression in
q. (3) [26,27]:

el = 0.00294 e(10350/Tcell) (3)

he concentration overvoltages are modelled considering the
acroscopic concept of limiting current densities for both elec-

rodes. Since both cells are anode supported, the anode limiting
urrent densities will be estimated, while the diffusion overvolt-
ge will be neglected at the very thin cathode side [5].
.2.2. Parameter estimation
The current–voltage curves are analyzed using the polar-

zation model of Eq. (2) and by statistical regression on the

a
l
a
A

able 2
rea specific resistance (ASR), ohmic contribution to polarization of ASC1 cell

H2 (N ml min−1) σYSZ (S cm−1) RYSZ (� cm2) RΩ (�

40 ◦C
500 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.322
600 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.322

00 ◦C
300 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.189
400 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.189
500 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.189

40 ◦C
300 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.135
350 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.135
400 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.135
450 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.135
500 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.135
ources 177 (2008) 111–122

xperimental data. Parameter estimation method was used in
rder to break-down the main contribution of the polariza-
ion resistance of the cell. The estimation of parameters was
ccomplished using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm which
nterpolates between the Gauss–Newton algorithm and the

ethod of gradient descent. The former algorithm is more
obust than the latter one, which means that in many cases
t finds a solution even if it starts very far off the final min-
mum. The quality of estimates is judged by means of 95%
onfidence intervals. Three parameters have been estimated
n the analysis, (1) the cathode exchange current densities
0,c, (2) the ohmic resistance RΩ and (3) the anode limiting
urrent density ias. In Figs. 11 and 12 the results of the esti-
ation procedure are drawn with experimental and model V–i

urves. The values of the estimated parameter are reported in
able 1.

The ohmic polarization is temperature dependent mainly
ecause the thermally activated dependence of the 8YSZ ionic
esistivity, with exponential behavior such the one expressed in
q. (3): therefore, also the ohmic resistance decreases at the

ncrease of temperature with exponential behavior.
The activation polarization is also thermally activated, which

s reflected in the thermally activated dependence of the
xchange current density I0,c: in fact the cathode exchange
urrent densities increase at the increase of temperature with
eaning of reduction of electrode polarization at high tempera-

ure.
Anode limiting current densities slightly varies with temper-

ture as expected. Further, with decreased temperature worst
stimations of anode limiting current densities were obtained
the confidence domain of parameter is defined with higher
ncertainty), suggesting that at low temperature other sources
f polarization, rather than concentration, limit the cell perfor-
ance.
Thus, the principal temperature dependence of cell perfor-

ance is due to the temperature dependence of ohmic and

ctivation polarization. In the next paragraph, it will be out-
ined that performance limitation at low temperature is due to
ctivation polarization for ASC1 and ohmic polarization for
SC2.

cm2) ASR (� cm2) RYSZ/RΩ (%) RΩ/ASR (%)

0.652 15.0 49.4
0.658 15.0 48.9

0.492 14.4 38.4
0.452 14.4 41.8
0.445 14.4 42.5

0.384 14.3 35.2
0.364 14.3 37.1
0.341 14.3 39.6
0.329 14.3 41.0
0.333 14.3 40.5
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Table 3
Area specific resistance (ASR), ohmic contribution to polarization of ASC2 cell

GH2 (N ml min−1) σYSZ (S cm−1) RYSZ (� cm2) RΩ (� cm2) ASR (� cm2) RYSZ/RΩ (%) RΩ/ASR (%)

650 ◦C
400 4E-03 1.31E-01 0.508 0.844 25.8 60.2
500 4E-03 1.31E-01 0.508 0.842 25.8 60.3
600 4E-03 1.31E-01 0.508 0.76 25.8 66.8

740 ◦C
300 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.174 0.45 27.7 38.7
400 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.174 0.437 27.7 39.8
500 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.174 0.388 27.7 44.8
600 1.2E-02 4.8E-02 0.174 0.386 27.7 45.1

800 ◦C
300 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.081 0.333 33.6 24.3
400 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.081 0.309 33.6 26.2
500 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.081 0.292 33.6 27.7
600 2.2E-02 2.7E-02 0.081 0.288 33.6 28.1

840 ◦C
300 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.048 0.274 40.2 17.5
400 3.1E-02 1.9E-02 0.048 0.26 40.2 18.5

0.048
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a

λ
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r
R

f
f
t
i
s
2
d
1

t
u
m
w
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c

500 3.1E-02 1.9E-02

At 800 ◦C values of cathode exchange current densities of
round 110 and 170 mA cm−2 were found for ASC1 and for
SC2, respectively. Basing on the concept of effective charge

ransfer resistance [28,29], the effective exchange current den-
ity can be related with the effective charge transfer resistance
f the two cells.

The commonly used equation of Butler–Volmer, which
efines the activation overpotentials at an electrode, can be
xpressed with the hyperbolic sine approximation with a very
ow error. However, at low current densities (approximately up to
he value of the exchange current density) the activation polar-
zation can be also approximated as being ohmic (linear with
urrent). This linear approximation is derived expanding in a
ower series the Butler–Volmer equation and neglecting the
igher order and all the non-linear terms. It is so introduced
n effective charge transfer resistance, Reff

ct , which is defined
n term of various parameters, including the intrinsic charge
ransfer resistance, Rct, which is a characteristic of the electrocat-
lyst/electrolyte pair (LSM/8YSZ) and also depends on TPBL,
nd the electrode thickness. It is known that the effective charge
ransfer resistance, Reff

ct , reaches an asymptotic with the increase
f electrode thickness. The limiting value of the effective charge
esistance depends on the magnitude of the ionic conductivity
f the composite electrode, σ8YSZ, the intrinsic charge trans-
er resistance, Rct and the grain size of the electrolyte in the
lectrode, B [28,29]:

eff
ct = BRct

B((1 + β)/(1 + βe(−2h/λ)))(1 − ε)e(h/λ) + ((1 + βe(−h/
nd

=
√

σ8YSZB(1 − ε)Rct β = σ8YSZRct − λ

σ8YSZRct + λ
(5)

c

t
i

0.235 40.2 20.4

1 + βe(−2h/λ)))λ(1 − e(−h/λ)) + Bε
(� cm2) (4)

he main hypothesis of the model are (i) the electronic resistance
f the electrocatalyst is negligible;(ii) the oxygen ion conduc-
ivity of electrolyte is assumed to be independent of position,
n fact, the oxygen ion conductivity of electrolyte is known to
e mainly a function of the local oxygen pressure and thus of
osition; (iii) the effect of concentration is polarization is sig-
ificant only at high current densities, it is thus assumed that
artial pressures of gases are constant; (iv) it is assumed that
ctivation overpotential is ohmically related to the local cur-
ent density at the electrocatalyst–electrolyte interface through
ct.

For the analyzed condition, values of effective charge trans-
er resistance of around 0.2 � cm2 for ASC1 and 0.13 � cm2

or ASC2 have derived at 800 ◦C. In particular, the estima-
ion for the cell with LSM/YSZ electrocatalyst/electrolyte pair
s in accordance with other works in literature and corre-
pond to a cathode functional layer with porosity of around
0–25%, grain size of around 1–2 �m (Fig. 3), ionic con-
uctivity of around 0.02 S cm−1 and thickness of around
5–20 �m.

In Table 2 the estimated ohmic resistances are compared with
he ionic resistance of electrolyte. In general, the estimated val-
es are higher than values of ionic resistance of electrolyte: this
eans that there is an important contribution of ohmic resistance
hich arises from other sources such as electrode resistance,

esistance of interfaces, contact resistance. In particular, the

ontribution of the electrode resistance can strongly affect the

ell performance in case of the ASC1 cell.

Anode limiting current densities slightly varies for the
wo investigated cells. Concentration overvoltages evaluated
n this analysis are strongly dependent with operating condi-
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Fig. 14. Arrhenius plot of cathode resistance.
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ions and include contribution of conversion resistance (fuel
tilization).

. Polarization limiting performance factors of cells

.1. Polarization analysis

In Fig. 13 the activation overvoltage of the electrochemical
eaction at the cathode side is drawn. As expected from results
btained by the literature overview on the topic, ASC2 has
ower activation overvoltage because LSCF cathode enhances
he medium-temperature performance adding a second ionically
onducting phase and thus extending the surface area over which
he oxygen reduction reaction can occur. In particular, activation
vervoltage of ASC2 seems less dependent on temperature at
east in the range investigated in the work (740–840 ◦C).

In Tables 2 and 3 the contribution of electrolyte resistance
o the total ohmic resistance, and of the ohmic resistance to the
otal ASR, are shown. In the case of ASC1 cell, the values of
YSZ/RΩ ratio are lower than the ones obtained for the ASC2
ell. At 740 ◦C it was estimated a contribution of electrolyte
esistance to ohmic resistance of around 15% for ASC1 and
8% for ASC2 cells, respectively. This means that ASC2 cell
ad reduced electrode resistance and eventual ohmic resistance
f interfaces.

Higher values of RΩ/ASR ratio were found in case of ASC1
ell: in fact, at 740 ◦C and 500 ml min−1 of fuel, the contribu-
ion of ohmic to total cell resistance was 49.4% whereas for
SC2 cell it was 44.8%; the value of the ohmic resistance

s almost halved with LSCF cathode (0.322 � cm2 for ASC1
ersus 0.174 � cm2 for ASC2).

In both cases the contribution of the electrolyte accounts for
small part even at intermediate temperature: this means that
SZ can work as electrolyte in this design of cells for inter-
ediate temperature operation (700–750 ◦C) and that it is not

ecessary to try to reduce further its thickness [6]. So our anal-
sis helped to clarify that is more convenient to focus on the
athode electrode improvement rather than seeking for better
lectrolyte materials in terms of ionic conductivity or develop-
ng techniques to produce thinner layers at least in the range of
nvestigated temperatures (intermediate temperature range).

.2. Thermal activated process analysis

A comparison of cell behavior in terms of polarization and
ffect of temperature has been done. In fact, the apparent thermal
ctivation energy Ea has been evaluated from the temperature
ependence of ASR given in Tables 2 and 3. In Fig. 10 the
rrhenius plot of ASR is shown with the evaluated apparent

hermal activation energies.
The cell with LSCF cathode has a lower activation energy and

t is possible to conclude that this cell is suitable for operating
t reduced temperatures compared to the ASC1 cell. In partic-

lar, for the ASC1 cell an apparent thermal activation energy
f around 0.65 eV has been estimated, while for the ASC2 cell
value of Ea of around 0.48 eV has been evaluated. The dif-

erence of the estimated values of thermal activation energy

t
8

r

Fig. 15. Arrhenius plot of ohmic resistance.

eans that the two tested cells have different thermally activated
lectrochemical performances which are related to the different
aterial employed in the cathode electrode. In particular the
SC1 cathode material has electrical and electrochemical prop-

rties highly depending on the operating temperature and fast
egrading as it goes below 800 ◦C.

In Figs. 14 and 15 the Arrhenius plot of the cathode polar-
zation resistance (evaluated as the ratio between activation
vervoltage at 0.5 A cm−2 and current of 0.5 A cm−2) and of
he ohmic resistance are shown.

The Ea, referred to the polarization resistances at cathode, of
SC1 is higher than the ASC2 one. This means that for the ASC1

ell the activation polarization term is the limiting factor when
owering the operating temperature. This suggest a modification
f the cathode material and structure (inclusion of an interface
ayer, increase of the cathode thickness, modification of the grain
ize, etc.).

The Ea, referred to the ohmic resistances, of ASC1 is lower
han the ASC2 one. This means that for the ASC2 cell the ohmic
olarization is the limiting factor when lowering the operating
emperature. This suggests that for reducing effectively the oper-
ting temperature of the ASC2 below 700 ◦C other materials for

he electrolyte layer should be taken into account (other than
YSZ).

However, also the need for a more conducting electrolyte to
educe the temperature below 700 ◦C does not seems crucial
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rom the results of our analysis. Since we considered electrode-
upported cells and the electrolyte thickness is already much
educed, it appears that the ohmic contribution to total polariza-
ion is not dominated from the 8YSZ ohmic resistance. To lower
urther the working temperature, it seems more important that
ew and improved cathode materials should be employed with
etter electrical and electrochemical performances. The elec-
rodes’ design optimization (granulometry, porosity, thickness)
ould be also useful in having good performances even at low
emperatures.

. Conclusions

In this paper an analysis of solid oxide fuel cell performance
as performed and was focused on the comparison of behav-

or of two anode supported cells with LSM (ASC1) and LSCF
ASC2) cathodes. The main results of the analysis were

the maximum power densities (MPD) of ASC1 cell was
∼649.0 mW cm−2, at 840 ◦C and 500 ml min−1 of fuel. At
the same operating condition for ASC2 cell was obtained
∼775 mW cm−2.
the current–voltage behavior of ASC2 at 740 ◦C is compa-
rable with performance of ASC2 at 840 ◦C; at 740 ◦C and
500 ml min−1 of fuel the voltage of 0.7 V is reached at a double
value of current density in the case of ASC2.
ASC2 has lower activation overvoltage because LSCF cath-
ode enhances the medium-temperature performance adding
a second ionically conducting phase and thus extending the
surface area over which the oxygen reduction reaction can
occur.
at 800 ◦C values of cathode exchange current densities of
around 110 mA cm−2 for ASC1 and 170 mA cm−2 for ASC2
were found; the effective charge transfer resistance estimated
values were around 0.2 � cm2 for ASC1 and 0.13 � cm2 for
ASC2; the estimation for the cell with LSM/YSZ electro-
catalyst/electrolyte pair is in accordance with other works in
literature and correspond to an optimized cathode functional
layer.
the ohmic contribution is almost halved with the improved
design of LSCF cathode: this can be due to the reduction of
electrode resistance and better current collection at cathode
side. The LSCF, in fact, is itself a good electronic-collector
material and it is directly placed in contact with the Pt mesh.
the Ea referred to the ohmic resistances is lower for ASC1;
the referred to the cathode polarization resistances is lower
for ASC2; therefore, when reducing the operation tempera-
ture the activation polarization term is the limiting factor for
ASC1, while the ohmic polarization term is the limiting factor
for ASC2.
pointing at working in an intermediate temperature range,
for the ASC1 cell the limiting factor is represented by the
cathode polarization in accordance to the Ea estimated for the

LSM/8YSZ composite electrode; the cathode polarization Ea
is indeed much lower for the ASC2 cell.
the limiting factor to obtain better performances from the
ASC2 cell is represented by the ohmic polarization accord-

[

[
[

ources 177 (2008) 111–122 121

ing to Fig. 15; anyway, the 8YSZ electrolyte resistance seems
to be not the dominant term of total ohmic resistance of the
cell: to lower further the working temperature, it seems more
important that new and improved cathode materials should
be employed with better electrical and electrochemical per-
formances.
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